Medichill

orthopedic ice wrap
Recovery and rehab for post-orthopedic surgery and sports injuries

PATIENT
OUTCOMES

WARD
EFFICIENCY
& COSTS

Nurses are very creative and over the
years have devised some weird and
wonderful ice packs to help ease their
patient’s pain after surgery.

However, as well as
economy, SIZE MATTERS!

FINDING THE
BALANCE

Medichill’s Orthopedic Ice
Wrap is a total solution for
under $2

What is a Medichill Orthopedic Ice Wrap?
The Medichill Orthopedic Ice Wrap absorbs and retains clean
water, that can then be frozen or chilled to offer a comforting,
medication-free solution to pain, swelling and soreness.
Ideal for sports injuries and post-orthopedic surgery, like
knee reconstructions. It can also be heated when using
Contrast Thermal Therapy for rehabilitation.

Hydrated gel within pad cell

Soft touch fabric surface

EFFICIENT ECONOMICAL CLEAN PROFESSIONAL
Medichill Cool Cubes - Successfully used in hospital wards for over 25 years

Flexible backing sheet

Simple to prepare

Patients can easily prepare and
apply themselves
?
Professional and economical

A VERY LARGE ICE PACK
THAT IS LOW PROFILE
FLEXIBLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

?
Completely safe

18”

?
Stays dry when thawing

Hospital benefits

IMPROVED
PAIN
RELIEF

?
Easy to store
?
No expiry date

~5mins
HOT WATER

~10mins
COLD WATER

From under

$2
Roll 100 rate $1.98
an Orthopedic Ice
Wrap Sheet

?
Ammonium Nitrate free

AMMONIUM

NITRATE

A safe, non-invasive
alternative to oral analgesia
A key feature that guarantees
even greater economy and
patient comfort

8½”
MINIMIZES
CROSS
INFECTION

½”

My Medichill ice wrap has made a
significant impact in my day to day
management of my post surgical back and
groin pain. Whilst I have always found
conventional icepacks quite bulky and
cumbersome, the unique and versatile
design of my Medichill icepacks (and
sheaths) means I can now enjoy pinpoint
pain relief directly to the hard to reach
areas, where I increasingly need it.

IMPROVED
PATIENT
COMFORT

IMPROVED
ECONOMY
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www.MedichillUSA.com

Medichill Cool Cubes are
manufactured to ISO 9001

